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What is a Rainbow Warrior?
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In our ancient Piwweltha American Indian-Pueblo belief a Rainbow Warrior is a member of
the original Rainbow clans located within the world tribes. Piwweltha means feather bunch flying
to the cosmos beyond the cosmos. In our tradition everyone is an Angel from beyond the galaxy
who has come to this planet to experience life in a 3D form. In our belief each of you returns
back to earth through new reincarnated stages. We also believe everyone will experience
different ethnicities as we evolve within our Path of Self.
What is the Rainbow made of besides bent rays or reflected and refracted water droplets?
One could suggest LIGHT SOURCE and/or multi faceted dimensional energies. A Rainbow
Warrior is an individual who has become part of the Light Source energies to assist in the
awakening process of humanity with direction from the Feminine Cosmic Source of Individual
Consciousness represented by white light. Collective Consciousness is represented by the blue
light and Source Consciousness is represented by the purple light.
When a true Rainbow Warrior is enlightened to understand and utilize these ancient ways of
healing within oneself, the ability to create through action and belief is unlimited. Therefore we
as an individuals utilize two-forms of energy. On our right side of the body is flesh and soul
guided by male energy of low vibration. On our left side of the body is Spirit and Light guided by
feminine energy of high vibration. These two energies are on opposite spectrums of truth. Male
energy is control, greed, anger, fear, ego and entitlement. Female energy is forgiveness,
unconditional love, truth, action and knowing.
Which energy do you feed?
Most of todays society around the planet utilizes male energy which is part of the old
paradigm of Cosmic shadow control or forces beyond our planet controlling the mass by alien
vibrational brainwashing technology. Rainbow Warriors are immune to this device due to higher
vibrational Spiritual DNA memory which can only be utilized within feminine energy.
Rainbow Warriors have a positive connection to all things surrounding them. The importance
to the evolution of humankind is the evolution of the environment in which we govern. We are
connected to the earth, animals, creepy crawlers, winged ones, four legged, the finned ones,
crystals, trees and more on a 3D level. Also we have the ability to connect to the multidimensional forms such as fairies, nomes, dragons, little people and spirits. As humanity
awakens the true Rainbow Warriors will come together as one source of change. We look at life
different, we seldom fit in with our family and sometimes feel like we were adopted.
The truth is there are two-forms of Rainbow Warriors
One is a true Walk-In and the other is a Walk-In apprentice. A true Walk-In is an individual
who has suffered greatly for the betterment of humanity through the continuation and
acceptance of reincarnated stages by choice governed by Source and the Collective. This
suffering is a high energy source of self sacrifice. Sometimes it includes hitting rock bottom, so
your spiritual vibration may teach others as you progress upward to assist those people ignored
due to fear. Considered an Elder and Shaman in my community, I have traveled this path from
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the moment of breath. Walk-Ins were placed in a certain time frame for humanity to be able to
accept the truth of where we are from and where we are meant to return to.
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